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Brief Summary
A large number of callers to Radio Ergo’s platform this week (22-28 April 2021) celebrated the arrival of rainfall with relief, following the prolonged dry
period in many parts of the country. However, callers in some places reported new waves of locusts arriving with the rain. Others indicated shelter
needs. At the same time, callers in many areas complained of continuing drought conditions and water scarcity. There was also a rise in livestock
herders reporting animal diseases. COVID19 remained a concern among callers. The following summarises the week’s calls by theme.
COVID19 – calls on this theme came from across the country. There were several calls from Sanag, including Erigabo and Badhan, where callers noted
Coronavirus or a coughing disease in their localities. Female callers in Galkayo and Guriel said COVID19 was widespread. A caller in Adado said people
were worried about the vaccine and wanted to know more about its effects. In Bosaso, a caller asked if someone suffering from COVID19 should fast
during Ramadan. A few callers in Mogadishu asked about repeat infections and the difference between COVID19 and flu. A female caller in Beletweyne
said that the river was filling up after the rain and children would be swimming there soon, so parents should take care over the spread of the virus.
IDPs – there were complaints from IDPs in Jowhar (M. Shabelle), and Bardera and Dollow (Gedo) saying they needed aid. An IDP caller in Baidoa said
the rain was heavy and they needed shelter and food aid.
Livestock – callers had various questions about livestock diseases affecting their animals in Togdher, Sanag, Bari, Galgadud, ad Lower Shabelle.
Rainfall – calls announcing the arrival of rain came most notably from listeners in parts of central Somalia, with some also from parts of Somaliland and
others from parts of the south. People in various parts of Togdher said the rain was filling the water catchments and they were now better off.
However, some said there was still little pasture for the animals. Similarly in parts of Sanag and Sool people welcomed rainfall in some areas, whilst
callers in Hingalol and Qabri-bayah said their shelters were damaged by rain and they needed shelter materials. In Puntland, a female caller in Gardafu
said some houses had been destroyed in heavy rain, and villagers in a valley in Nugal said the roads were flooded. Various callers in Mudug welcomed
the arrival of rain. In Harardhere, a caller said the rain was heavy but they had already lost their livestock earlier and they needed food. People
welcoming rain in Galgadud called from Adado, Dhusamareb, Do’oley, Balanbale, and Guriel. A caller in Buleburte, Hiran, said the rain had caused the
river to flood and they wanted assistance.
Locusts – calls about locusts came from various regions, in some cases where rainfall had started and others where there was still drought. A caller in
Hingalol, Sanag, said the locusts descended after heavy rainfall. An agro-pastoralist caller in another unspecified part of Sanag said they were beset by
locusts and drought. Locust invasions were reported in Garowe and Godalo in Nugal. In Mudug, callers in Wisil and Dagari said they had been invaded
by locusts with the rain. A caller in Adado described the locusts that came with the rain as brown in colour. In Burdhubo, Gedo, a caller said they were
devastated by locusts and still suffered drought and water shortage. A caller in Shalambood, L. Shabelle, said they were invaded by huge numbers of
locusts and needed control measures.

Drought & Water shortage – callers in Awdal and Marodi-Jeh said the drought was prolonged, livestock were weak, and they had water and food
shortages and appealed for aid. A female caller in Buhodle (Togdher) said their situation was worsening daily due to drought and conflict. A caller in
Erigabo (Sanag) said the water scarcity and drought continued, their livestock were in limbo, and locusts had destroyed all the pasture. Parts of Sool
were also experiencing continued drought and water scarcity, according to callers. In Mudug, callers in and around Galkayo still had no rainfall or water. 1
In Hobyo, on the coast, a caller said their livestock were sick and they were suffering from drought and conflict. Callers in parts of Galgadud (Adado,

by locusts with the rain. A caller in Adado described the locusts that came with the rain as brown in colour. In Burdhubo, Gedo, a caller said they were
devastated by locusts and still suffered drought and water shortage. A caller in Shalambood, L. Shabelle, said they were invaded by huge numbers of
locusts and needed control measures.

Drought & Water shortage – callers in Awdal and Marodi-Jeh said the drought was prolonged, livestock were weak, and they had water and food
shortages and appealed for aid. A female caller in Buhodle (Togdher) said their situation was worsening daily due to drought and conflict. A caller in
Erigabo (Sanag) said the water scarcity and drought continued, their livestock were in limbo, and locusts had destroyed all the pasture. Parts of Sool
were also experiencing continued drought and water scarcity, according to callers. In Mudug, callers in and around Galkayo still had no rainfall or water.
In Hobyo, on the coast, a caller said their livestock were sick and they were suffering from drought and conflict. Callers in parts of Galgadud (Adado,
Dhusamareb, Abduwak) also reported lack of rainfall and water scarcity. In Gedo, farmers in Bardera said their crops had failed and they needed rain.
Pastoralists in Burdhubo sad they did not know where to migrate to in order to find water.
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Badhan
27-04-2021 Sanag
Erigabo
25-04-2021 Sanag
Erigabo
23-04-2021 Sanag
27-04-2021 Sanag
Bosaso
22-04-2021 Bari
Galkayo
24-04-2021 Mudug
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male

COVID19

male

COVID19
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COVID19

male

COVID19

male

COVID19

female

COVID19

Galkayo
26-04-2021 Mudug

female

COVID19

Guriel
24-04-2021 Galgadud

female

COVID19

Remarks

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is M.A.A in Badhan, Sanag. There is a widespread coughing disease in
the area, we don't know what has caused this.
Hello Radio Ergo, my name is B.M.H in Erigabo. I would like to know how we can take caution
and and protect ourselves from the Coronavirus. I haven't got the disease but I know people who
have.
Hello Radio Ergo, my name is H.O.H in Erigabo. I would like to know we can protect ourselves
from the Coronavirus?
Hello Radio Ergo, my name is H.O.H in Sanag region. I would like the doctor to tell us how we can
protect ourselves form the pandemic Coronavirus.
Hello Radio Ergo, my name is M.A.T in Bosaso. I would like to know if a person with the
Coronavirus can fast? Thank you.
Hello my name is H.A. in Galkayo, Mudud. I would like the doctor to tell us the symptoms of the
Coronavirus? Thank you.
Hello Radio Ergo my name is A.S in Galkayo. There are widespread cases of the Coronavirus, and
I would like to advise the people to follow the health guidelines and messages.
Hello Radio Ergo, my name is N. in Guriel, Galgdud. The Coronavirus is widespread and I have
been infected with the virus. I would like to know if it is important for me to get vaccinated and if
I am likely to get the virus once again?
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Adado
24-04-2021 Galgadud

27-04-2021
22-04-2021
25-04-2021
27-04-2021
27-04-2021
26-04-2021
22-04-2021

Beledweyne
Hiran
Mogadishu
Banadir
Mogadishu
Banadir
Mogadishu
Banadir
Garowe
Nugal
Dudumale
Puntland
Jowhar
M.Shabelle

male

female
male
male
male
male
male
male

23-04-2021 Dollow Gedo male
Bardera
25-04-2021 Gedo
male
Baidoa
22-04-2021 Bay

26-04-2021
26-04-2021
24-04-2021
28-04-2021

Elal, Sarar
Togdher
Badhan
Sanag
Bosaso
Bari
Guriel
Galgadud

male

male
female
male
male

Hello my name is A. in Adado. I would like to ask the doctors about the effects of the COVID19
vaccine. The people are worried about the vaccine and I would like to know the long term effects
COVID19
of the vaccine on the body cells.
Hello Ergo, I am calling from Beledweyne, we have got heavy rainfall. The river is getting water
and soon the kids will start swimming in the river. This can be a place where the Coronavirus can
COVID19
spread easily and parents should take caution.
Hello Radio Ergo, my name is A.H in Mogadishu, I would like to ask the experts to tell us if
COVID19
someone who has recovered from the Coronavirus can get it once again.
Hello Radio Ergo, my name is A.H in Mogadishu. I would like the doctor to tell me the difference
COVID19
between the flu and the Coronavirus. Thank you.
Hello Radio Ergo, my name is A.H. in Banadir. I would like the doctor to tell us the symptoms that
COVID19
are specific to the Coronavirus.
Hello Radio Ergo my name is Y.A.A in Garowe. Yesterday was the World Malaria day. We would
Health
like the doctor to give us awareness messages against Malaria.
Hello Radio Ergo, my name is Y.J in Dudumale. We are facing neglect and lack of medicines to
Health
treat sick people in the area.
Hello Radio Ergo, we are IDPs and we have been displaced from the rural outskirts of Jowhar
IDPs
and we would like the government and aid organizations to bring us aid.
Hello Radio Ergo, my name is B.Q in IDP camps within Dollow. We have not got any aid
IDPs
intervention from the government. Thank you Radio Ergo for your toll-free calls.
Hello Radio Ergo, my name is S.H.N in Bardera. We are IDPs and we would like to get help in the
IDPs
camps. Thank you.
Hello Radio Ergo, my name is A.S. in Baidoa. We are IDPs and we have got rainfall, we would like
IDPs/ Shelter/ to get plastic shelters and food aid. Please share our message with humanitarian workers so that
Food
we can get help. Thank you.
Hello Radio Ergo, I am calling from El-lal, Sarar. We have got rainfall and we are recovering from
the drought, also our camels have got skin diseases and we would like to hear how we can treat
Livestock/ Rain them.
Hello Radio Ergo, my name is A.M in Badhan, my goats have got diarrhea and I don't know how
Livestock
to treat them. Thank you.
Hello Radio Ergo, I am calling from Bosaso. I am a pastoralist and I keep goats, our goats have got
Livestock
running noses. We would like to get treatment and advice.
Hello Radio Ergo, my name is S.F in Galgadud. I would like to know if livestock vaccines can affect
Livestock
people when they consume the milk or meat of the livestock.
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Sahawanag
24-04-2021 Galgadud
Dhusamareb
25-04-2021 Galgadud
24-04-2021 Galgadud

male

Livestock

male

Livestock

Hello I am calling my name is A.A.M, in Saha-Wanag, there is a disease called 'Qanje' affecting
our goats. I would like the doctors to tell us how we can treat our livestock. Thank you.
Hello Radio Ergo, my name is A.M.J in Dhusamareb. There is a disease here that we are not sure
if it is CCPP or measles and it is killing our livestock. We would like to get help.

Livestock

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is M.A. in Galgadud. Our goats are sick; they are coughing and they
have got sores on their body, we would like the vet doctor to tell us how to treat our livestock.

male

Wanlaweyn
27-04-2021 L. Shabelle

male

Livestock

Laag
25-04-2021 Bosaso

male

Agriculture

28-04-2021 Puntland

male

Agriculture

25-04-2021 Puntland
Dhusamareb
26-04-2021 Galgadud
Jalalaqsi
27-04-2021 Hiran

male

Agriculture

male

Agriculture

male

Agriculture

Bula-Guma
29-04-2021 M.Shabelle

male

Lower
24-04-2021 Shabelle

male

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is M. in Wanlaweyn. I would like to know how we can treat ticks and
CCPP disease. The livestock are sick and we would like to get expert advice. Thank you.
Hello Radio Ergo, my name is G.A.j in Laag near Bosaso. I am a farmer and we have grown
produce including water melon however we have been invaded by monkeys that are eating our
produce.
Hello Radio Ergo my name is F. in Puntland. We have got rainfall and our farms have been
infested with pests.
Hello Radio Ergo, we have planted some different trees together, however some seem not to be
growing. We would like the expert to tell us about this condition. Thank you.
Hello my name is H. in Dhusamareb. I am a farmer and we are now in the planting season, we
would like to get equipment to cultivate the land. Thank you
Hello Radio Ergo my name is I.A in Jalalaqsi. I would like to ask the expert us to tell us how we
can deal with aphids in our plantation. Thank you

25-04-2021 South Central male

AgricultureClim Hello Radio Ergo my name is M.A in Bula-Guma', we are farmers and I would like to inform you
ate
that for the past two years we have not been able to grow produce due to the changing climate.
Hello my name is H.M.A in Lower Shabelle. We are worried about two-winged pests that are
eating into our farm produce. We would like the agriculture experts to help us deal with the
Agriculture
pests. Thank you.
Hello Radio Ergo, my name is A.I.M in Baidoa. I have planted grapes and i have noticed they are
Agriculture
getting burned on the sides. I would like to know what causes this.

Hingalol
24-04-2021 Sanag

Hello my name is H.O.H in Hingalol. Large numbers of locusts have invaded us after we got
Locust/ Shelter rainfall. We also need plastic shelters to protect us from the rainfall. Thank you

male
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Erigabo
27-04-2021 Sanag

male

male

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is M.A.M in Erigabo. We have been invaded by locusts that are eating
our vegetation. They have wreaked havoc.
Hello Radio Ergo my name is A.A.G in Sanag region. There is severe drought and there are locust
Locust/ WASH invasions, we are agro-pastoralists and we have been affected hard by these two disasters.
Hello Radio Ergo, my name is B.A. in Sanag region. I would like the experts to tell us the effects
Locust
locusts could have on our livestock and how we can deal with the locusts.
Hello Radio Ergo, my name is A.A.F in Garowe Nugal region. This area is under the grip of locusts
Locust
and drought, we would like to get aid intervention. Thank you.
Hello Radio Ergo, my name is S.A.S in Godalo, Nugal. We are worried about invasive locusts that
Locust
have descended on us.
Hello Radio Ergo, my name is H.M in Dagari, Mudug. We have got rainfall and we are worried
that new waves of locusts could invade us. We would like to get spraying teams and larvae
Locust/ Rain
control measures.
Hello Radio Ergo, my name is Y.M.J I am calling from Wisil. We have been invaded by locusts that
are eating away our vegetation and sucking out the rain clouds. We would like to get control
Locust
measures.
Hello Radio Ergo, my name is H.M. in Adado. We have got rainfall and it has come with locusts,
particularly desert locusts that look brown. I would like to know if they can give rise to young
Locust/ Rain
ones.
Hello Radio Ergo, my name is A.A in Idole. We have got rainfall however we are worried about
Locust/ Rain
the locusts and would like to get help in dealing with the locusts.

26-04-2021 Sanag

male

28-04-2021 Sanag
Garowe
25-04-2021 Nugal

male

male

Locust WASH

male

26-04-2021 Godalo Nugal female
Dagari
22-04-2021 Mudug

male

22-04-2021 Wisil Mudug male
Adado
22-04-2021 Galgadud
Iidole
24-04-2021 Galgadud
Burdhubo
22-04-2021 Gedo

male

Locust

24-04-2021 South Central male
Shalambood L.
28-04-2021 Shabelle
female

Locust

24-04-2021 Berbera Sahil male
Qorilugud
23-04-2021 Togdher
male
War-Ibran
25-04-2021 Togdher
male

Rain

Locust

Rain
Rain

Hello Radio Ergo, I am calling from Burdhubo. There is drought and water shortage. The locusts
have wiped out our vegetation and we are facing hardships. We would like to get help.
Hello my name is A.J in Idlale. We have been invaded by swarms of locusts and we would like to
get equipment to control the locust plague.
Hello Radio Ergo, my name is H.H.A in Shalambood. We have been invaded by huge numbers of
locusts. We would like to get control measures.
Hello my name is D.N.A I am calling from Berbara. We are happy the GU rainfall has begun, we
have got water and fodder. Thank you Radio Ergo.
Hello Radio Ergo, my name is A.M.B in Qorilugud. We have got rainfall after prolonged drought.
We are doing better today now that we have got water.
Hello Radio Ergo, my name is M.O in War-Ibran, Togdher. We have got rainfall and the valleys
are flowing with rain water. We are doing better, Thank you Radio Ergo.
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Hawd
22-04-2021 Togdher

Rain

male

Rain

male

Rain

male

Rain/ Shelter

male

Rain

28-04-2021 Sanag
Awr-bogeys
23-04-2021 Sool
Qabri-Bayah
24-04-2021 Sool

male

Rain

male

Rain

male

Rain/ Shelter

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is S.O.H in Balli-dhig. We have got rainfall after a prolonged drought
and water shortage. Our water catchment areas have got rain water and we are doing better.
Hello Radio Ergo, I am calling from Buhodle. My name is H.M, we have got good rainfall and we
are doing better. Thank you Radio Ergo.
Hello Radio Ergo, my name is B.M.A in Hingalol. We have got heavy rainfall and it has battered
our shelters. We would like to get help. Thank you.
Hello Radio Ergo, my name is A.M.J in Badhan, the rains have begun today and we are doing
better. Thank you Radio Ergo.
Hello Radio Ergo, my name is N.A.H in Sanag region. We have got rainfall and we are happy.
Thank you Radio Ergo for your broadcasts.
Hello Radio Ergo, my name is J.F.M in Awr-bogeys. We have got the much awaited rainfall and
we are doing better. Thank you Radio Ergo
hello my name is I.D im calling from Qabri-bayah, Sool. We thank God for the rainfall that has
begun in this area. Some of the people need plastic shelter.

23-04-2021 Somaliland
Bargaal
Gardafu
27-04-2021 Bari
Qardo
26-04-2021 Bari

male

Rain

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is A.A.M, we have got rainfall and we are doing better. Our livestock
have got water although there is not much fodder still. Thank you Radio Ergo.

female

Rain/ Shelter

female

Rain

28-04-2021 Nugal

male

Rain/ Floods

23-04-2021 Puntland
Galkayo
27-04-2021 Mudug
Galkayo
23-04-2021 Mudug

female

Rain

male

Rain

male

Rain

22-04-2021
27-04-2021
23-04-2021
26-04-2021

Bali-dhig
Togdher
Buhodle
Togdher
Hingalol
Sanag
Badhan
Sanag

female

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is N. in Hawd, Togdher. We have got rainfall and we have water.
However our livestock still don't have fodder and they are weak, we thank God for the rainfall.

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is D.A.A in Bargal, Gardafu. We have got rainfall and storms, some of
the houses have been destroyed. Thank you.
Hello Radio Ergo, my name is F.M.S I am calling from Qardo. We are doing well and we have got
heavy rainfall, the water is flowing in the streets. Thank you Radio Ergo.
Hello Radio Ergo, I am calling from Nugal, we are living in the valley and the rains are posing
danger. The roads are getting blocked.
Hello Radio Ergo we are nomadic families and we are happy to have got the rainfall. Thank you
and have a blessed Ramadan.
Hello Radio Ergo, my name is H.H.M in Galkayo. We have got heavy rainfall after a long dry
season, we thank God.
Hello Radio Ergo, my name is M.A.G in Galkayo. There were reports of expected drought in the
area, however we are happy that the rainfall has begun in this area.
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Hobyo
24-04-2021 Mudug

male

Rain

Harardhere
22-04-2021 Mudug

male

Rain/Food
security

female

Rain

male

Rain

male

Rain

male

Rain

male

Rain

male

Rain

male

Rain

female

Rain

28-04-2021 Mudug
Guriel
24-04-2021 Galgadud
Guriel
24-04-2021 Galgadud
Guriel
27-04-2021 Galgadud
Dhusamareb
25-04-2021 Galgadud
Dhusamareb
25-04-2021 Galgadud
Adado
28-04-2021 Galgadud
Adado
24-04-2021 Galgadud
Adado
24-04-2021 Galgadud
Do'oley
23-04-2021 Galgadud
Balanbale
23-04-2021 Galgadud
Buleburte
26-04-2021 Hiran

Hello Radio Ergo, I am calling from Hobyo. We are doing well, although there was drought we
have now got rainfall and we are doing better.
Hello my name is H.A.M in Harardhere. We have got heavy rainfall although we have lost our
livestock in the drought. We also don't have food and we would like to get aid intervention.
Thank you.
Hello Radio Ergo, my name is F.S. in Mudug region. We have got rainfall and we are doing better,
I also hope the regions that have not got the rainfall will also get it.
Hello Radio Ergo, my name is A.H. in Guriel. We have got heavy rainfall, the livestock are
recovering from prolonged drought. Thank you Radio Ergo.
Hello Radio Ergo my name is S.M in Guriel. We have got rainfall and people are now happy and
recovering from drought. We thank God.
Hello my name is S.M.H in Guriel. We have got rainfall and we are doing better, although there
still are many areas that have not got the rainfall.
Hello Radio Ergo, my name is M.A.H in Galgadud. We have got rainfall and we thank God, the
livestock are recovering from the prolonged dry season and the temperatures have cooled
down.
Hello Radio Ergo, my name K.A.H in Dhusamareb, Galgadud. We have got rainfall and it has been
a relief for the people and the animals.
Hello my name is L.H.N in Adado. We have got rainfall, the dry season has now ended. We hope
that the people that have not got the rainfall will get water, and food. Thank you.
Hello Radio Ergo, my name is U.Y in Adado. We have got rainfall and we thank God. The livestock
are doing better and the vegetation is growing.

male

Rain

male

Rain

female

Rain

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is A.O.N in Adado. For the past few months we have been facing
drought and now we have got rainfall, we thank God for the rain.
Hello Radio Ego my name is A.M.A in Do'oley, Galgadud. We have got rainfall and we are doing
far better. Our livestock are now able to access fodder and water.
Hello Radio Ergo, my name is F.A in Balanbale, we are doing good and we have got rainfall. We
are doing better and we thank God. Thank you Radio Ergo.

Rain/ Floods

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is A.M.G in Buleburte. Today there has been flooding of the river, we
would like the aid organizations to help us as we are fasting and becoming helpless.

male
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Barawe L.
28-04-2021 Shabelle

female

Rain

22-04-2021 Dollow Gedo male
Garbaharey
25-04-2021 Gedo
male

Rain

22-04-2021 South Central male

Rain

25-04-2021 Somali Region male

Rain

Gashamo
26-04-2021 Somali Region male
Lughaya
22-04-2021 Awdal
male
25-04-2021 Marodi-Jeh

26-04-2021 Marodi-Jeh
Tog-Wajale
23-04-2021 Gabiley
Buhodle
25-04-2021 Togdher

Rain
WASH

male

WASH

female

WASH/ Food
Security

male

WASH

female

28-04-2021 Berbera Sahil male
Erigabo
22-04-2021 Sanag
Qabri-beyan
26-04-2021 Sool

Rain

male
male

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is S.A.J in Barawe, Lower Shabelle. We have got rainfall and I think
the areas that haven't got the rain should pray to God.
Hello Radio Ergo, my name is I.D.H in Dollow. We thank God and we have got rainfall. The
temperatures have cooled down and we are doing better.
Hello Radio Ergo my name is H.S.A in Garbaharey. We have been through drought and now the
rainfall has begun, the rain water is collecting in the storage facilities. We are happy.
Hello Radio Ergo, my name is A.H.N in Dhaforey, we have got the GU rainfall and we are doing
good. We have got water and we thank Radio Ergo for your services.
Hello Radio Ergo my name A. in Somali-Ethiopian region. We have got rainfall and we are doing
better. We thank God for the downpours. Thank you Radio Ergo.
Hello Radio Ergo, my name is A.M.S in Gashamo. We have got heavy rainfall last night, we are
doing better and people are starting to migrate to this area.
Hello Radio Ergo, I am calling from Lughaya. We are facing prolonged drought and we have not
got rainfall. Our livestock are weak and we are in need of help.
Hello Radio Ergo, my name is N.A.N in Marodi-Jeh. We are facing drought and thirst, we would
like Radio Ergo to share our message so that we can get help. Thank you.
Hello Radio Ergo my name is N. in Marodi-Jeh. We are facing drought and delayed rainfall. We
are facing a dire situation and food shortage. Please share our message. Thank you.
Hello my name is N.N in Tog-Wajale. We are facing drought and delayed rainfall. We would like
the government to bring us water aid. Thank you.

Hello Radio Ergo my name is H.M.F in Buhodle. We are facing drought and conflict in the area.
WASH/ Conflict We would like the government to intervene swiftly as the situation is worsening by the day.
Hello my name is I.MD in Berbera. We have not got rainfall and we pray that we get the rainfall
WASH
soon. Thank you.
Hello Radio Ergo, I am calling from Erigabo, there is water scarcity and drought. We have not got
rainfall and our livestock are in limbo, locusts have destroyed our fodder and we are appealing
WASH
for intervention.
Hello Radio Ergo my name is A.M.G ni Qabri-beyan, near Lasanod. We have been hit by drought
WASH/ PLWD and water shortage. I am a person living with disability and I need help.
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Ainabo
28-04-2021 Sool

male

WASH

23-04-2021 Somaliland

male

WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is A.J.F in Ainabo. The rains have delayed and there is water shortage.
We would like the government to bring us water aid. Thank you.
Hello Radio Ergo, my name is A. Although the rains have begun in some areas we have not got it.
We need water aid in this area. Thank you.

male

WASH

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is M.A. in Wada-dhabiq village. There is heat in the area and although
nearby villages have got rainfall we have not got the rain.

male

WASH

male

WASH

male

22-04-2021 Somaliland

Karkar
22-04-2021 Bari
Galkayo
23-04-2021 Mudug
Dagari
24-04-2021 Mudug
Hobyo
24-04-2021 Mudug

male

WASH
WASH/
Livestock/
Conflict

Abduwak
22-04-2021 Galgadud

male

WASH

female

WASH

female

WASH

26-04-2021 Galgadud
Dhusamareb
27-04-2021 Galgadud
Bardera
26-04-2021 Gedo
Burdhubo
22-04-2021 Gedo
Mogadishu
26-04-2021 Banadir

male

WASH

male

WASH

female

Protection

Hello my name is S. in Karkar, we are doing good although we have still not got rainfall, we hope
to get rainfall without floods and strong winds. Thank you Radio Ergo.
Hello Radio Ergo, I am calling from Galkayo and we have not got rainfall and we are facing
drought. We would like to get help in this dire situation. Thank you.
Hello my name is M.A in Dagari, Mudug. We are facing drought and we would like to get help so
that we can survive the harsh weather conditions.
Hello Radio Ergo, I am calling from Hobyo, there is drought and conflict in the area. The rains
have begun in some areas. Our livestock are sick, please share our message so that we can get
help.
Hello Radio Ergo, my name is A.S in Abudwak. I had previously recorded a message talking about
drought and water shortage. We are still facing a dire situation and we would like to get
intervention. Thank you.
Hello Radio Ergo my name is H. in Galgadud. We are facing water shortage and drought, we are
appealing for help. Thank you Radio Ergo.
Hello Radio Ergo, I am calling from Dhusamareb. We are pastoralist families and we are facing
drought and water shortage. Thank you.
Hello my name is A.M in Bardera. We are facing delayed rainfall, our farms have failed and we
pray that we get rainfall soon so that we can recover our farms. Thank you
Hello my name is A.M.I in Burdhubo. We are facing drought and water shortage. We are
pastoralists and don't know where to migrate to in search of water.
Hello Radio Ergo my name is N.M.A in Mogadishu. I am worried about the situation in the capital,
the insecurity and displacement. We would like to get help.
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24-04-2021 South Central male

Conflict

Hello Radio Ergo, my name is A.J.F in Dacar. There has been recurring conflict in the area and we
would like the government to intervene and bring a peace settlement. Thank you
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